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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
Baruya is a member of the non-Austronesian or Papuan Angan language family of central south-eastern

Papua New Guinea (Lloyd, 1973).  Its 6,000 speakers live in the area surrounding Marawaka, Wonenara,

Wantakia and Usirampia airstrips, towards the south-eastern corner of the Eastern Highlands Province of Papua

New Guinea.  The language is spoken by the following acephalic tribes, listed with spaces separating the dialect

groupings, and followed by other names used by government and missions, in brackets.

     Baaruya (Baruya, Barua)

     Aaja (Ande)

     Wɨzɨraabya (Usirampia)

     Yɨwarɨnaasa (Ipmani No.1)

     Gulɨsa (Ipmani No.2)

     Waajakɨya (Wantakia)

     Wanaaya

     Daibulya

     Aalɨwakya

For further details see "The Dialects of the Baruya language" (Lloyd 1981).

This dictionary results from data collected by Richard and Joy Lloyd of the Summer Institute of

Linguistics, from January 1961 until 1986, with particular help during the last eight years from Saasa Yɨkaawɨyai

on the Baruya vocabulary, Baakya Daawianaa on Tok Pisin translations, and Dɨlɨya Kawɨryaa' on the English.  It

is based on the Baruya dialect, spoken by the largest tribe, living near the Marawaka and Wonenara airstrips. The

language name which covers all dialects is Yipma (Yɨ'ma). Joy Lloyd has been primarily responsible for collating

and formatting the information. The grammar charts were compiled by Richard Lloyd.

It is hoped that the Dictionary will be of help to speakers of Baruya who can read either Tok Pisin or

English or both, and to students of the Baruya language and culture. In many instances Baruya words and

expressions cannot be adequately or succinctly expressed in either Tok Pisin or English. In  addition, many

Baruya words, particularly verbs, depend on context for specific meaning. Compound words with predictable

meanings are not included unless their gloss is a recognisable English or Tok Pisin word or concept. Where parts

of a compound word are identifiable, these are added after the English gloss in brackets. Hyphens show the parts

of stems, eg a'mwataa'mwataa'mwataa'mwata spear (hand-arrow), and dots separate English words which together mean part of a Baruya

word, eg a'daannaa'daannaa'daannaa'daanna clapping hands (hand-for.pain). Other examples are DaaihDaaihDaaihDaaihɨmoɨmoɨmoɨmo. ‘I will take off the bowstring.’

(pull.off-cause), and nynynynyɨlyai walakadimagɨɨlyai walakadimagɨɨlyai walakadimagɨɨlyai walakadimagɨ ‘west’ (sun it.always.goes.down-side).

Tok Pisin spellings are taken from Mihalic's Dictionary. Where a choice is given, the spelling which is

closest to the Australian English pronunciation of a word is used. The Baruya alphabet conforms with the Tok
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Pisin alphabet as much as possible, with influence from the English alphabet where extra symbols are required.

The symbols ɨɨɨɨ and '''' are used for two sounds not represented in the Tok Pisin or English alphabets.

Twenty-seven symbols are used to represent the Baruya phonemes. Of these only 16 occur initially.

They are aa, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, waa, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, waa, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, waa, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, s, t, w and yyyy. When learning to read their own language, the Baruya are

taught to read the digraphs aa, ngaa, ngaa, ngaa, ng and thththth as units, eg in syllable charts such as pa, paa, pe, pi, ppa, paa, pe, pi, ppa, paa, pe, pi, ppa, paa, pe, pi, pɨ, po, pu; anga,ɨ, po, pu; anga,ɨ, po, pu; anga,ɨ, po, pu; anga,

angaa, ange, angi, angangaa, ange, angi, angangaa, ange, angi, angangaa, ange, angi, angɨ, ango, anguɨ, ango, anguɨ, ango, anguɨ, ango, angu. However to save confusion for English users of the Dictionary, the digraphs

are alphabetized according to sequence and not as units. This means that words beginning with aaaaaaaa come first. The

digraphs ngngngng and thththth do not occur initially at all. Glottal stop, symbolized '''', occurs syllable finally and we have

chosen to place it at the end of the alphabet. The symbol ɨɨɨɨ follows iiii.

The twenty-seven symbols are as follows:- Words used as pronunciation guides are pronounced as in

Australian English (as indicated inThe Macquarie Dictionary of Australian English). For further information see

"Barua Phonemes" (Lloyd and Healey, 1970) and "A Fourth Analysis of Baruya Consonants" (Lloyd, 1981).

aaaaaaaa  pronounced as arararar in parararart

aaaa     "        as uuuu in puuuutt, but as eeee in peeeet when near yyyy,

and oooo as in poooot when near wwww

bbbb     "        as mbmbmbmb

dddd     "        as ndndndnd

eeee     "        as eeee in peeeet, but longer

gggg     "        as ngngngng in fingngngnger

hhhh     "        as gggg in aggggo

iiii     "        as eaeaeaea in peaeaeaeat

ɨɨɨɨ     "        a sound which occurs in unstressed

syllables in English such as eeee in "theeee man" where

"man" is stressed.  In Baruya this sound can be

stressed. It changes to iiii as in piiiit when near y y y y and to uuuu

as in puuuut when near wwww.

jjjj    "         as njnjnjnj

kkkk

llll

mmmm

nnnn

ngngngng   pronounced as ngngngng in singngngng

oooo     "        as orororor in porororort

pppp

rrrr      "       with the tongue hitting the roof of the

mouth as tttt in Satttturday when pronounced quickly

ssss      "       as chchchch in chchchchurchchchch

tttt

thththth     "       as dddd in spidddder

uuuu      "       as uuuu in puuuut

vvvv      "       as bbbb with the lips slightly open

wwww
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yyyy

zzzz     "       as zzzz in azzzzure

 '  '  '  '     "       as '''' in a''''a meaning "no"

In Baruya, certain syllables are emphasized by loudness and high tone. These form complex patterns

which change when parts of words join together. These changes also occur across word boundaries. In a number

of cases the tone difference gives the only contrast between two words. Since Baruya readers have no trouble

reading their language without any symbolization of tone, it has not been added to the words in this dictionary.

The two basic intonations in Baruya utterances are a low tone on the final syllable designating final or

statement intonation, and a higher tone on the final syllable showing nonfinal or question intonation.

Nouns are listed without gender, number and case, unless they refer to people. The suffix iiii or lolololo denotes

singular, third person, masculine, subject "he"; and ' ' ' ' or wowowowo denotes singular, third person, feminine subject "she".

Charts of the 13 genders (based on sex and shape) plus 22 other genders (showing groups such as "father and

child"), cases, and person and number of cases are included in the Appendix.

Alternative glosses in Tok Pisin and English are separated by a slash. Names of birds, plants etc are

followed by their generic name in brackets. Some nouns belong to a sub-group which is given in the same

brackets before the generic name. Alternative names of plants are separated by a slash. Some edible ferns have

two generic names, depending on how the vegetable is used. In the area of small vegetation the Baruya are

undecided about the generic name of some plants and some belong to no generic category at all. The short and

long versions of a word are separated by a slash, as are alternate pronunciations of the same word.

Eg  ajanna (yuta)ajanna (yuta)ajanna (yuta)ajanna (yuta) name (generic name)

     ar ar ar arɨɨɨɨwwwwɨɨɨɨnya (snya (snya (snya (sɨɨɨɨgya / waanga)gya / waanga)gya / waanga)gya / waanga) name (generic name / generic name)

     a'mwamaanga (kaangwata, kura'mwamaanga (kaangwata, kura'mwamaanga (kaangwata, kura'mwamaanga (kaangwata, kurɨɨɨɨya)ya)ya)ya) name (sub-group, generic name)

     bbbbɨɨɨɨwi'mwannyawi'mwannyawi'mwannyawi'mwannya / gwahwasa (yuta)/ gwahwasa (yuta)/ gwahwasa (yuta)/ gwahwasa (yuta) name / alternate name (generic name)

     a'mwei / a'mweloa'mwei / a'mweloa'mwei / a'mweloa'mwei / a'mwelo short version / long version

     yyyyɨɨɨɨwwwwɨɨɨɨta / yta / yta / yta / yɨɨɨɨhutahutahutahuta alternate pronunciations

The scientific names for birds (added after the English gloss in square brackets) were gained from

studying coloured pictures with Baruya speakers and discussing the birds' habits and habitats with them.  The

scientific names for plants were gleaned from lists given to us by anthropologist Dr Maurice Godelier, showing

the Baruya and scientific names of plants identified by two botanists from the Department of Agriculture, Lae.

Pronunciation (and therefore spelling) was then checked with Baruya speakers and the description and use of the

plants discussed.
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Verbs are listed in their first person singular future form where possible, or in the third person singular

future, or first person plural future. For example:

eg  y-y-y-y-ɨɨɨɨmomomomo I will do it

     y-anoy-anoy-anoy-ano he or it will do it

     y-aanoy-aanoy-aanoy-aano we will do it

Examples of verbs are usually in the completed action form, and often include a noun to give context.

Where a noun is usually coupled with a particular verb in the language, this is given in the example.

eg  yyyyɨɨɨɨwanowanowanowano I did it.

      yyyyɨɨɨɨwakowakowakowako he did it.

      yyyyɨɨɨɨwonowonowonowono we did it.

      wawwawwawwawɨɨɨɨnya ynya ynya ynya yɨɨɨɨwanowanowanowano I worked. (work I.did)

      kadkadkadkadɨɨɨɨkakakaka wwwwɨ'ɨ'ɨ'ɨ'nnnnɨɨɨɨwanowanowanowano I heard. (ear I.heard)

Temporals,  Adjectives and some Adverbs are listed in the dictionary. Personal Pronouns,

Demonstratives, Contrastives, Locatives, some Adverbs, and Connectives are shown on charts in the Appendix.

For further information see "Bound and Minor Words in Baruya" (Lloyd 1989a). Verb conjugations are also

presented in charts. For further information see "In the Heart of a Clause" (Lloyd 1984).

Relationship reference terms have an obligatory possessor prefix and are recorded under nynynynyɨɨɨɨ "my", with

"your" and "his" as examples. The language also uses dual and plural prefixes. Some verbs have an obligatory

object prefix and are recorded under wwwwɨɨɨɨ "him". These are also presented in charts.

The English-Baruya and Tok Pisin-Baruya sections are indexes. After finding a word in one of the

indexes the user should check the main dictionary for further understanding of the meaning and use. A slash is

used in the indexes to separate alternate words in English or Tok Pisin, eg hit arm/leg, paitim han/lek.

SymbolsSymbolsSymbolsSymbols

SymbolSymbolSymbolSymbol Where FoundWhere FoundWhere FoundWhere Found

( )( )( )( ) 1. around generic words in entries

2. around literal meanings after English glosses

3. around comments by botanists

[ ][ ][ ][ ] around scientific names, including comments by botanists

    - 1. between an English gloss and a comment

2. to separate Baruya, Tok Pisin and English in examples

3. to separate roots in compound stems, and often stems from

       affixes, in literal meanings
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 //// 1. between alternate Baruya words in entries

2. between alternate glosses

 ,,,, 1.    between subgroup and generic in entries

2. as punctuation throughout

 .  .  .  . 1. between English words which together mean one Baruya word or

        morpheme in literal meanings

2. as punctuation throughout
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